1. Introduction

In this chapter we present an efficient video distribution technique which is equally applicable to both E-health and surveillance applications running over IEEE802.16/WiMAX technology platform. The developed scheme contributes to resolving of ever-struggling challenge of optimal bandwidth allocation between competitive data-consuming applications in wireless communications. The introduced approach for combined utilization of WIMAX QoS guarantee mechanism with object/quality segmented video streams enables to achieve an improved level of system performance when compared with conventional distribution algorithms. The test scenarios were verified through NS-2 computer simulations, whereas the obtained results report better model system behavior estimated in QoS metrics, such as per flow, summary throughputs, an average end-to-end delay, particularly evaluated as bandwidth utility gain.

The whole chapter consists of two sections which are structurally common, but focused on the specific application area. The first section is devoted to WiMAX consideration for E-health applications, while the second one addresses the same issues regarded video surveillance. Each section highlights important technical aspects of the communication technology which is well-suited for the relevant applications. There is also a brief review of up-to-date related research initiatives that are built on the existent standards like IEEE802.16/WiMAX and IEEE802.11/WiFi in each section. The detailed description of the experimental models, covering the suggested distribution technique, the case-study scenarios with simulation settings and appropriate results are separately accommodated in the according sub-sections. Finally, the chapter ends with the consequent conclusions.

2. Efficient video distribution in E-health systems via WiMAX technology

2.1 E-health environment and diligent communication platform

Recent technological breakthrough in wireless communications have extended the boundaries and enlarged the scope of the application fields that vividly contribute to human safety and healthcare.
E (electronic)-health terminology lumps a variety of medicine and communication services associated with rendering of healthcare practice and delivering it to patients. The existent range of e-health definitions, including health care providers, consumer health informatics, health knowledge management, electronic health records, first response service e.t.c only discover how broad and purpose-specific the e-health sphere turns out to be. With development of new technologies E-health have been following and implementing these state-of the arts for advanced care services, such as from conventional PC archive records to the video conferencing suggested for online surgery monitoring. The obvious commonplace of the outlined contemporary innovations is to enhance efficiency of healthcare, improve reliability and facilitate service acceptability throughout a patient-GP/medical specialist-hospital communication chain (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010). In order to support efficient delivery of healthcare and neighboring services to the consumers, a profound and cutting-edge telecommunication technology has to be opted for. Proper selection of the desired transport technology should be based on aggregation of the application-driven factors that conform to the advanced information systems applied in E-health, user-accessibility and comfort, flexible scalability and to be upgrade-appreciated. There are some healthcare services and its relevant technical applications that are presented in Table 1.1. (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical application</th>
<th>Healthcare services Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Video conferencing             | • Virtual multi-disciplinary team meeting in Cancer Care  
                                 |   • Support for Minor Injury Units  
                                 |   • Training and supervision  
                                 |   • Prison to hospital                                                        |
| Remote monitoring of physiological or daily living signs (real time or asynchronously) | • Falls monitoring  
                                 |   • Physiological monitoring of chronic COPD and Heart Failure (CHF) at home |
| Virtual visiting               | • Remote supervision of home dialysis  
                                 |   • Nurse visits to terminally ill patients                                      |
| Store and forward referrals (for example sending history plus images for expert opinion) | • Teledermatology                                                             |
| Web access to own health records and guidance | • HealthSpace                                                                  |
| Telephone and Call-centres     | • Tele consultation  
                                 |   • Reminders for medication and appointments                                    |

Table 1.1. Examples of the e-Health Technologies (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010)

As it follows from the examples, provided in the Table 1.1, an adequate E-health infrastructure with a diversified service range should rely on telecommunication technology which accommodates a number of dominant properties not limited to:

- **Resource availability.** In healthcare-related services, the timely and errorless data distribution is crucial since human life and safety might be at stake. Due to the
complicated nature of application-dependant traffic, such as multimedia for video conferencing, emergency video from first response ambulance and call-centre voice transfer, fair and sufficient resource allocation is inherently challenging, in particular, when system bandwidth is shared by multiple services within the same network.

- **High date rate.** Interactive sessions like on-line consultancy together with video conference facilities require high data rate support.

- **Flexible QoS support.** An effective QoS provisioning in E-health networks is expected to classify traffic and delegate relevant system budget in line with given priority. (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010). Priority might be set for specific categories of patients, data flows, medical services. For example in (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010; Skinner et al., 2006; Bobadilla et al., 2007), the 2 priority-level approach is introduced for on-line and off-line clinical activities. On-line application type includes multimedia connections of audio and video exchange, biomedical signals and vital parameters (such as ECG signal, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, etc.) transmission. Of-line type specifies clinical routine accesses to databases, queries to medical report database. Triple urgency model is presented in (Hu & Kumar, 2003), in which the patients calls, that sensor-based telemedicine network covers, are referred to one out of 3 levels of urgency. The first level involves ambulance and emergency calls and is given the highest priority with rate-guaranteed and delay-bounded service parameters. The second level faces calls from seriously ill patients in needs of urgent information exchange. Finally, calls from wrist-worn sensors, detecting regular body conditions of the observed patients are treated with Best-Effort service provision. In addition to prioritized treatment, relevant QoS parameters of delay, rate variations, packet dropping rate and others are to be sturdily considered while performing resource allocation between demanding medical applications.

- **Wireless and portability support.** Wireless connectivity allows to cover rural destinations and remote WLANs (wireless local area network) frequently employed in small offices and medical departments. This also targets patients unable to regular visit clinics and conduct medical consultancy in hospitals located distantly. Wireless technology enables comfortable accessibility of on-line medical communication through active usage of portable mobile devices like smart-phones, I-pods, laptops that are in use by almost everyone. With progressive growth of portable wireless communication gadgets flooding the wireless market, these devices may potentially serve as a first-aid mini point which is able to rapidly connect you to your GP and get you adequately advised on medicine prescription regardless of your destination and activity. Moreover, based on GPS data support, integrated in most mobile phones, the immediate ambulance help may be delivered, if required.

- **Mobility Support.** Mobile communications bring forward important benefits for both the e-health end-users and the medical services and staff. Ambulance, equipped with a required mobile communication unit, is capable of immediate data transfer for an urgent call initiating with a basic response center, while moving along. The patients under observation with a mobile device in use are again in state of fast 2-way communication to prevent hazardous effects (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010). In healthcare services the failure to timely react might yield distressing results. Mobility factor enhances efficiency of treatment decision-making, patients care and makes e-health services more comfortable and accessible.
- **IP-compatible platform.** IP supported transport technology allows to be successfully interfaced with multitude of information systems and properly integrated into the hybrid network architecture with easy access to Web domains and public LANs whatever data path medium they counts on.

Therefore, a justified healthcare service delivery may by based on the broadband wireless standards, such as WiFi, LTE-Advanced, WiMAX, 3G/GPRS that present broadband wireless connectivity with WLANs as well as can act as fast-speed wireless transport communication platform (WiMAX, LTE-Adv, 3G, GPRS). Having observed the outlined above, it is important to note that an utmost wireless technology is not consistent to completely substitute wired communications and technologies yet, due to the restricted coverage, limited channel capacity and the available wired global infrastructure, the E-health network is a part of. The wireless segments of the global E-health network, however, can be on par with alternative wired paths, scaling from backhaul transmission to last-mile and broadband WLAN access solutions.

An example of how possible E-health services can be delivered across wireless broadband connection nodes is presented in Fig.1.1. (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010)

![Fig. 1.1. The topology of E-health network and the participated users. (Zvikhachevskaya, 2010)](image-url)

In this figure emergency services from multiple ambulances together with ordinary healthcare data of remote patients enter a hospital LAN through WBA (wireless broadband access). Two-way communication is organized between the hospital centre and the involved users. The variety of core factors, such as a user remote distance, required traffic consumed, channel capacity, user moving speed, QoS guarantee and others will dominate the decision behind a suitable wireless system or combination of those.
2.2 Research advantages in E-health wireless communications

There have recently been exposed research initiatives aimed at investigating of E-health system models within a wireless-supported framework. In (Y. Lin, et al., 2004) a mobile monitoring system is introduced to regular record patient’s medical parameters like heart-rate, three-lead electrocardiography through accommodation of PDA (personal digital assistant) at a patient side and hospital WLAN technologies respectively. The objective of research carried out by Kutar and outlined in (Hu & Kumar, 2006) is to assess telemedicine wireless sensor network behavior on the ground of 3G technology. An energy-efficient query resolution tool is examined when a guaranteed QoS mechanism for arriving multimedia calls is required in a large-scale network topology. Mobile WAP phone communication is proposed in (Maglaveras, et al., 2002) to maintain interactive data exchange among a generic contact centre and remote patients. The promising outcome justifies such an implementation, specifically suitable for applications of the chronic disease type. Much research efforts were focused on exploration of reliable and feasible QoS means to support quality-distinctive traffic distribution in the context of versatile telemedicine services. Due to multiple telemedicine scenarios, the involved services are aggregated into a single healthcare network that should secure a certain level of performance to data streams, the particular users, associated with the relevant applications. For example, real-time IPTV, VoIP data are delay-sensitive and data rate-guarantee considered and it is always a QoS-related issue when network capacity is bounded with insufficient resources. Handy traffic management, therefore, is of great importance for E-health service provisioning. Addressing this problem, (Hu & Kumar, 2003) have examined the use of energy-efficient query resolution mechanism for QoS-relied handling of arriving multimedia calls within a mobile wireless sensor network proposed for 3-G telemedicine applications. QoS consideration for wireless video transfer over ATM connections in medical environment was observed in (Dudzik, et al., 2009). In this review, ATM-based architecture allows ensure low delay and high bandwidth demands in mobile video services which positively impact on treatment efficiency of distant patients. IEEE 802.11 standard for WLAN connectivity was thoroughly explored for the purpose of its utilization across e-health mobile applications. Although, the standard is incapable of suiting real-time video and voice traffic demands on account of no priority provision and lack of service differentiation between various data flows, there is a great deal of research activity targeting QoS-accumulated techniques to maintain a certain level of QoS assurance in healthcare services. (Vergados et. al, 2006) Vergados pushes forward a challenge by proposing (Differentiated Services) wireless network architecture to support some e-Health applications with different QoS constraints. The developed DiffServ architecture is designed for emergency e-Health service and incorporates QoS mechanism that gets medical data transmission appropriately linked to different classes of service. The used resource allocation scheme considers urgency hierarchy of each application and its service-oriented QoS boundaries. The performance evaluation proves the obvious advantages of the proposed architecture in mobile telemedicine.

**Yi Liu** in (Y. Liu, et al., 2006) studies the emerging IEEE 802.11e standard for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) with emphasis made on incoming data admission policy. In this QoS strategy, channel access parameters (CAPs) are assigned to different access categories (ACs). An admission control scheme is exploited to get the wireless system resources ultimately consumed in such a way, that let the upcoming real time traffic enter the network whilst leaving the existent data connections within the agreed QoS characteristics. The novel
admission and congestion control scheme, introduced in the paper, performs regular analysis of traffic QoS requirements to assess admission control parameters for further updating the CAPs with help of adaptive channel conditions feedback. The extensive simulation of the proposed scheme demonstrates viability of guaranteed QoS mechanisms for real-time traffic in terms of guaranteed throughput indications, restricted delay and maximum dropping rate under efficient resource utilization.

D.Gao and J.Cai in (Gao & Cai, 2005) have given a broad overview of the cutting edge admission control techniques for QoS-supported traffic management across the evolving IEEE 802.11e-enabled WLANs. This survey faces the research outcomes that have highlighted both EDCA and HCCA admission control schemes. It has been shown in this manuscript how utilization of the novel MAC QoS-related elaborations in EDCA and HCCA allow for telemedicine multimedia applications to be well considered in the quality and data admission control context of WLANs.

IEEE 802.16 or WiMAX standard also provides a great deal of efficient properties which make its utilization attractive across telemedicine application scenarios.

In contrast to IEEE802.11 standards suite, IEEE 802.16 is able to cover more spacious areas (over 50 km in radius against 150-200m achieved with WiFi) with higher data rates of up to 72 MBpsec in optimal conditions. In addition, the diversified and powerful QoS-supported platform adopted in WiMAX allows handling numerous data types in conformance with specific telemedicine applications service demands, what is relatively limited for wireless E-health networks with WiFi-enabled assess technology (Noimanee, 2010).

---

Fig. 1.2. The structure of on-line consult-based medical WiMAX system.

Considering that, WiMAX attracts intensive E-health practical and computer system modeling tailored to a particular telemedicine scenario. Thus, in (Noimanee, 2010) the authors designed and tested the global architecture for on-line monitoring and consultancy of remote patients with heart-related abnormal functionality detected through ECG signal measurement. The proposed solution enables for remote patients to regular send ECG
signals measured on portable wrist-worn devices through the ZigBee/IEEE RF module to the responsible physicians through a WiMAX transceiver. In case of abnormal symptoms, the medical staff is able to remotely monitor relevant patients on application-run PDA or a wireless Laptop by activating the nearby IP surveillance camera via WiMAX connections.

The structure of the proposed system is shown on Figure 1.2 and encompasses 4 main sub-segments, in particular:

1. ECG transceiver equipped with ZigBee module for sending ECG signals.
2. IP camera for panning patient video.
3. WiMAX access point allows delivering patient video and ECG signals to physicians.
4. Physicians personal equipment to view panning video and perform data analysis which supports medical consult-based services.

The highlighted WiMAX-based telemedicine system have demonstrated much satisfaction on delivering monitoring and consultancy services through wireless communication channels in the course of real experiments with engaged factory equipment. WiMAX technology proves to be efficient means for fast and easy data transfer, video monitoring and effective patient-physician collaboration.

In our investigation we also adhere to IEEE802.16 technology for its fine suitability to the general E-health network essentials, namely: high data rate together with long distance coverage, IP compatibility with co-existing neighboring network paths, prioritized treatment of different traffic types and QoS management, mobility support. In many examples of E-Health services local area connections are not sufficient. IEEE 802.16/WiMAX technology can eliminate these drawbacks by providing broadband connectivity over existing networks for m-Health both fixed and mobile m-Health users in a wireless metropolitan area network environment. In addition, IEEE802.16 standard is one of the emerging candidates for the next generation of International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) - advanced systems. This facilitates further modernization and scalable integration of previously installed WiMAX systems into on-going AMT-Advanced network framework. Therefore, we select IEEE 802.16e standard as a baseline specification for our simulations.

We propose a novel algorithm for video distribution over IEEE 802.16 networks for m-Health applications. We assume that the proposed technique will operate over existing wireless broadband systems installed in hospitals or any of m-Health dedicated environments. Therefore, there is a need for accommodating additional m-Health related traffic over existing networks. The proposed technique also allows utilization of the value-added services with intensive bandwidth requirements.

This work is based on our previous research (Tislerov et. al, 2008; Markarian et. al, 2010) which is concerned with the distribution of object-oriented MPEG streams over WiMAX network with exploitation of service flows embedded in WiMAX specifications. In this paper we analyze bandwidth resource allocation depending on a scheduling algorithm and apply splitting of video traffic to evaluate system critical states. Based on the developed software model we optimize the process of video data segmentation and verify the developed technique through case study scenarios, such as E-Health applications.

In case studies, various QoS-dependant streams were emulated to quantify the achievable improvement in the overall network throughput and identify the critical issues that
influence the performance. As it follows from the experimental results, the proposed segmentation of real-time data flows provides both quantitative and qualitative system resources utilization. In the next subsection the developed performance model for segmented distribution of medical video data and discussions on advantages and issues of using WiMAX technology for E-Health applications are described. Further on, the developed scheduling algorithm together with simulation parameters and results are presented. In conclusion, test results and open problems are summarized and discussed.

2.3 Distribution framework and simulation model

A  Service mapping

The QoS concept incorporated in the IEEE802.16 standard assumes the ability to manage incoming traffic based on application requirements. Although the set of functionalities and recommendations specified for QoS support in WiMAX are conceptually approved, the scheduling design and explicit structure is left up to vendors and research bodies for further development and implementation (J. G. Andrews, 2007). In the rest of this paper we will explore these areas and apply our results for efficient video distribution over WiMAX networks, ensuring full compatibility with existing and emerging standard specifications.

Users of fixed and mobile E-Health applications can access services via IEEE 802.16/WiMAX technology. Hence, owing to the guaranteed large bandwidth available, it can help to considerably reduce the transmission delay, for e.g. of video and high resolution ultrasound and radiology images. High bandwidth according to (J. G. Andrews, 2007; Niyato et. al, 2007, Istepanian et. al, 2006, Zvikhachevskaya et. al, 2010) can as well help to support simultaneous transmission of various types of E-Health traffic. IEEE 802.16/WiMAX standard also allows application of encrypted functionalities via the MAC layer security features for healthcare data transmission.

One of the main issues related to the application of IEEE 802.16BWA (broadband wireless access) based technology for E-Health applications is service mapping. Recently, a number of publications have addressed this issue (Istepanian et. al, 2006; Philip, 2008). Each of the proposed solutions has their own respective advantages and drawbacks. Although, there is a room for further optimization of this technique, the following mapping scheme is universally accepted for transferring E-Health data over WiMAX network (Philip, 2008):

- Allocate Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS) type of QoS to the biosignal traffic and voice conversation;
- Real-time Priority Service (rtPS) service for the video transmission;
- Non-real-time Priority Service (nrtPS) – to the file transfer, such as x-ray images and ultrasound results;
- Best Effort (BE) service class is to be allocated for the database access, e-mail exchange and web.

In the following research we utilize the above service mapping approach for the efficient E-Health related video streaming over IEEE 802.16 networks.

B  Distribution framework

A novel concept is proposed to utilize object orientation of MPEG video streams for segmented distribution over IEEE 802.16 QoS-supported MAC infrastructure. We utilize a
coded representation of media objects where each object is a part of complex audiovisual scene and can be perceived and processed separately. Most video distribution techniques aim at delivering MPEG streams with defined recommendation for protocol stack exploited within the communication procedures. QoS - supported network transmission technologies provide mechanisms for MPEG video distribution over its infrastructure inherently dictated by the dynamic nature of video traffic. In WiMAX networks service categories like rtPS, extended-real-time Priority Service (ertPS) and nrtPS are used for video-application data delivery depending on QoS needs for a certain video flow. Each Elementary Steam (ES) belonging to MPEG audiovisual flow can be characterized by stringent QoS requirements which are generally referred to one out of five service categories exploited in WiMAX.

Therefore, MPEG video can be transmitted through a defined MAC service connection of WiMAX system or, alternatively, many service connections of different service classes can be assigned to incoming MAC SDUs (service data units) of elementary streams segmented from the basic MPEG audiovisual scene.

The structural framework of traffic distribution in WiMAX simple topology is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. In this figure, a Base Station (BS) is fully responsible for Up Link (UL) and Down Link (DL) traffic scheduling. Virtual UL scheduling process is integrated into the BS MAC architecture. The diagram schematically demonstrates data and signalling flows for UL communication between Service Station (SS) and BS. UL traffic from upper layer of MAC SDU units will be classified on the basis of QoS demands inherently allocated between

![Fig. 1.3. Novel distribution framework to support object-based MPEG-4 video streams in WiMAX.](www.intechopen.com)
already existed service connections or put in a buffer for further connection established in line with grant/rejection generated by a BS. In order to set up a new CID (connection identifier), initiated by incoming traffic, the Mobile Station (MS) utilizes a well-known handshaking procedure to request bandwidth resources from the BS (Andrews, 2007). With appearing needs of bandwidth increase for existing service connections due to the dynamic behaviour of real time video data, for example, it is the responsibility of the MS UL scheduler either to re-allocate available resources between established connections or address the BS for additional provisional QoS set. As shown in Fig. 1.3, this request opportunity is realized by BW-REG signalling message, outgoing over the WiMAX control channel. When the BS grants the necessary bandwidth, the MS UL scheduler decides whether to delegate this allocation to the maintained CID connection or set up a new one. The scheduling policy and design are beyond of WiMAX standard scope and equipment vendors are encouraged for proprietary solutions, complied with general standard specifications (Andrews, 2007).

Each service connection with packets waiting in the queue has a CID and service flow identifier (SFID) mapping to deliver packets with certain QoS guarantees to a destination address. The scheduling algorithm plays a major role in assigning burst profiles to awaited packets, and will be re-allocating the available resources, implement dropping and a connection admission policy corresponding to the distribution function and a mechanism presented in its design.

We extended the functionality of the conventional classifier/analyzer module integrated in WiMAX MAC layer to a number of specific tasks required to support the proposed algorithm. The upper SDU units will be analyzed with the purpose of determining IP packets belonging to segmented ESs or generic packets with MPEG payload. Furthermore, those from ESs are to be classified on the basis of QoS needs and then sent to the mapping block for correlating packets with QoS categories offered by WiMAX. Classified elementary streamed (ES) packets will be finally marked as application-based traffic in the category with similar QoS application needs. After that, the mapping module distributes traffic between unique service connections for supported QoS queues.

C Description of the Extended Clasificator

In order to support the proposed modifications, we introduce Extended Classifier as shown in Fig. 1.3. The significant value of the integrated Extended Classifier is to simultaneously treat packets from both conventional MPEG-structured and segmented ES video streams to provides freedom to end-users for optional use of either one or another, or both, video transmission schemes. This separation could face a quality difference and be beneficially applied by service operators in commercial implementations.

For the purpose of data identification we introduce a traffic analyzer module, which is capable of determining incoming IP packets. These packets can belong to certain MPEG-generic, MPEG segmented or conventional application payload types. In this architecture we add functions, such as handling and identification of MPEG and MPEG-ES related traffic. The classification of IP packets, such as from a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Voice over IP (VoIP), and other services is specified by the standard. WiMAX MAC convergence sublayer is dedicated to manage the upper layer generated packets, as specified in packet header suppression (PHS) technology of the IEEE 802.16 standard (Andrews,
2007). The proposed technique is fully compatible with the WiMAX specification and does not require any alterations in the standard. MPEG ES segmentation process is to be performed at upper layers. IP packets, incoming to WiMAX system elements, contain signalling information about its segmented parameters and initial audiovisual source.

In our previous research (Markarian et. al, 2010) we were focused on mapping ES packets to specific categories of traffic applications, such as MPEG-4 video, as presented in (Markarian et. al, 2010). The mapping rules proposed in this paper introduce modification for WiMAX-enabled cross-layer data forwarding and are shown in Fig.1.4. In this diagram, each group of ES refers to a certain application type with the following classification for related IEEE802.16 service classes.

The header of the each layer bears significant information about associated links between ES data and further QoS treatment of incoming packets. We propose a cross-layer entity operating as a mapping/classification table to set up matching rules between communicating layers for delivering packets through the protocol suite. The operating layer is able to classify the incoming SDU by addressing to cross-layer table for inserting the correct information in the defined header field to inform lower layer of the requested services. However, the design and development of detailed protocol suite for ES-IP packet correlation mechanism and synchronization is beyond the scope of this paper and a topic of further detailed research. Meanwhile, it should be noted, that synchronization signalling data should be integrated into the single ES with premium QoS to provide guaranteed resources for delivery, as just the case with UGS service class.

Fig. 1.4. Modified protocol-based cross-layer architecture.

One of the key aspects of video distribution over WiMAX is selecting of the right service class which will not be affected by the performance of the physical (PHY) layer. For
example, Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) of PHY layer dramatically improves the bit error ratio performance in pure (noiseless) channel conditions. However, this mechanism introduces delays to the transmission of the video packets (Andrews, 2007; G. Markarian, 2010 a).

For our study we have chosen conventional Weighted Round Robin (WRR) algorithm for UL scheduling and developed a software model on the basis of the proposed program WiMAX module, elaborated for cooperative modelling within NS-2 simulator environment (Chen et al., 2006). The results of this investigation could also be used in the future research related to optimum scheduling design.

2.4 Simulation scenarios and experimental results

A Tests of a Novel Segmented Distribution Scheme with the Stress to E-Health Applications

In the developed simulation model we implemented the direct functional correlation between the ESs and QoS scheduling categories offered in WiMAX. We assume that every ES with its QoS set can refer to a certain IEEE 802.16 MAC connection identified for the related service class UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, etc. which is associated with the specific healthcare application. Thus, this simulation approach means that the ES required for delivery of a data flow generated from a defined object with specific behaviour would get appropriate scheduling service as an individual stream with QoS-based application requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Class</th>
<th>Type of E-Health Transmitted Data</th>
<th>Packet size, Byte</th>
<th>Data rate, Mbps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UGS</td>
<td>Live Teleconference (video)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS</td>
<td>Medical Video Transmission (surgery, tutorial, presentation, video consultation)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Request to the Database</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2. Test Parameters For The First Scenario.

In the first scenario, which represents the conventional approach (Andrews, 2007), we establish three connections with different service classes, as indicated in Table 1.2. Fig. 1.5 illustrates simulation results for the conventional transmission of the first scenario, which is described in Table 1.2.

The next simulation set (as given in Table 1.3) presents simulation settings for the second scenario sets, where the developed technique is applied. The aim of this simulation is not only to test the technique but also to compare its performance over the conventional transmission scenario 1 and demonstrate advantages of the developed technique.

As shown in Table 1.3 both UGS and rtPS streams were split according to the proposed video distribution algorithm. For example, in scenario 2.1 of Table 1.3, the total UGS load of 2Mbps is divided into two UGS streams of 1Mbps each. Furthermore, the original 1Mbps connection referred to rtPS service is separated into two streams. These streams are erTPS and BE with data rates 0.6Mbps and 0.4 Mbps respectively. In scenarios 2.2 and 2.3 (Table 1.3) the original UGS traffic rate is unchanged and the BE rate is constant through the whole simulation set.
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Fig. 1.5. Throughput comparison for the first (conventional) Scenario.

Fig. 1.6 shows comparative results in terms of summary throughput gain (system capacity gain), achieved for the second scenario in agreement with the parameters presented in Table 1.3.

The percentage gain is calculated on the basis of the comparison of the average summary throughput of conventional scenario with summary throughput results, obtained for the presented segmentation set scenarios:

\[
T = \frac{T_{\text{initial}}}{T_{\text{segmented}}} \times 100 \%
\]  

(1)

where \( T_{\text{initial}} \) - is the summarised throughput for the initial video stream; \( T_{\text{segmented}} \) – is the summarised throughput for segmented scenarios.

\[
T_{\text{initial}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i = T_{\text{UGS}} + T_{\text{rtPS}} + T_{\text{BE}};
\]

(2)
where $T_{UGS}$, $T_{rtPS}$, $T_{BE}$ - throughput results for UGS, rtPS and BE connections respectively.

$$T_{\text{segmented}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{m} T_{ij};$$

where $i$ – number of service groups, $k$ – number of segmented streams within each service group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario number</th>
<th>UGS1 load, Mbps</th>
<th>UGS2 load, Mbps</th>
<th>rtPS load, Mbps</th>
<th>rtPS load, Mbps</th>
<th>BE1 load, Mbps</th>
<th>BE2 load, Mbps</th>
<th>Summary load, Mbps</th>
<th>Total bandwidth, Mb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>№ 2.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>№ 2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>№ 2.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3. Simulation Parameters for the Second Scenario Set

As illustrated in Fig. 1.6, the best gain ratio approximately 14% was obtained when most data are forwarded via connections that were served by rtPS and UGS services. In addition, this best indication is explained by exploiting of separation of the initial UGS stream of 2 Mbps load on two UGS connections accounted for 1Mb load per each.

This fact supports our assumption that the segmented approach would lead to better performance in the comparison with traditional IEEE 802.16 MAC delivery. Moreover, as expected, the WRR scheduler first serves packets with a higher priority service connection. Hence, the least successful indications with about 9% capacity gain are provided for the scenario № 2.3.

Based on our evaluated results we conclude, that two sub-connected segmentation models might be a trade-off solution for delivery video data with 2-enhanced quality layers, with rtPS service reserved for E-health video conference transmission. Observing the performance of the described scenario, different video distribution models can be effectively exploited taking into account the scheduling design. Scheduling can evenly improve the performance, as our theoretical concept was experimentally approved with the simple WRR algorithm to which no specific properties were added for a selected service class-oriented priority provision.

The third scenario set is presented in Table 1.4. It is dedicated to study the variation in the overall network throughput when the segmentation scheme is applied. For example, in scenario 3.1 the initial 1 Mbps rtPS stream was separated on 0.5Mbps rtPS, 0.4 ertPS and 0.1 BE connections; while in scenario 3.2 the same 1Mbps rtPS video was simulated as 0.1Mbps rtPS, 0.4 ertPS and 0.5Mbps BE separate streams. The throughput for the each connection was analyzed. System capacity gain results for the 3 set are presented in Fig.1.7. As it can be seen from this figure, the summarized throughputs for each splitting scheme (Table 1.4) are compared to the conventional simulation model which is presented in Table 1.2.

This proves our expectation that the variation of the video stream splitting has an impact on the overall system throughput. Knowing this fact, for each type of transmitted video (surgery, tutorial, presentation, video consultation, etc) it is possible to predict the
throughput gain and hence envisage the gain for the other type of transmitted data: ertPS (VoIP) or/and BE (web, database access) services, as it was shown for the specific scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario number</th>
<th>UGS load, Mbps</th>
<th>rtPS load, Mbps</th>
<th>ertPS load, Mbps</th>
<th>BE1 load, Mbps</th>
<th>BE2 load, Mbps</th>
<th>Summary load, Mbps</th>
<th>Total Bandwidth, Mb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>№ 3.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>0,1</td>
<td>0,02</td>
<td>3,02</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>№ 3.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,02</td>
<td>3,02</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>№ 3.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,1</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,02</td>
<td>3,02</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4. Simulation Parameters for Third Scenario Set

Fig. 1.7 illustrates the gain in percentage among test sets in the third scenario. In this figure numbers 1, 2 and 3 of the traffic segmentation scenarios indicate scenarios 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The maximum bandwidth gain is obtained in the third set (scenario 3.3) and raise up to 16% above the conventional scenario.

Fig. 1.7. System bandwidth gain for the third scenario.

It should be noted that we set the same values of the total system load and system bandwidth for all of the experiments. All the streams were re-allocated among the varied numbers of transport connections of defined QoS classes. It was made to model the variations of quality-selected video streams to compare network performance for the considered test scenarios. Our feasibility study demonstrates complete compatibility with the IEEE 802.16 standard.

2.5 Results overview

In this chapter section we described a novel video distribution approach designated for E-Health applications over IEEE 802.16 networks. The technique incorporates resource distribution, scheduling and content-aware video streaming taking advantage of a flexible QoS functionality offered by IEEE 802.16 technology. The proposed technique was thoroughly investigated under various scenarios, which included streaming video over MAC layer service connections. It is shown that the technique allows 9-16% increase in
overall network bandwidth while maintaining full compatibility with IEEE802.16/WiMAX specifications. The exact gain is dependent upon initial system configuration and selection of WiMAX user parameters. In addition, simulation results shows that WiMAX-enabled E-health infrastructure is able to selectively handle numerous telemedicine application-driven traffic with required quality parameters within the available link budget.

3. WiMAX-supported video distribution in surveillance applications

3.1 IEEE 802.16/WiMAX practical benefits in video surveillance

Video surveillance technology has been exponentially increasing its presence among most public and private premises since its first introduction in the 1940s as a security tool for banking industry (Lalwani & Kulasekare, 2011). Current demand for cost-effective and reliable video surveillance system is spread over most public places, like schools, universities, shopping malls, including specific security aspects, such as public transport and street traffic monitoring with aim of crime prevention and fast lawful response. To address the full range of technical issues associated with deployment, maintenance and target-oriented behavior, a contemporary video surveillance system has to employ mobility support, IP-complied platform, scalable and cost-effective installation. Since, there is multitude of high resolution video flows, simultaneously transported across any video security systems, an efficient QoS and resource allocation mechanisms are to be present in this system to optimally utilize available bandwidth.

Meanwhile, most IP wireless video surveillance systems adhere to WiFi/IEEE802.11 standard suite and therefore show essential drawbacks, related to limited distance performance of up to 100 meters. It also does not allow to operate across large areas and assumes indoor applications with inherently small outdoor surrounding coverage (Lalwani & Kulasekare, 2011). In addition, WiFi is unable to provide strict security transmission standards and flexible QoS-based prioritized treatment of video flows what makes WiMAX/IEEE802.16 more favorable for video surveillance applications because of its PHY and MAC adopted properties.

Having designed, as a wireless backhaul of broadband data, WiMAX can efficiently manage video surveillance and adjacent voice, data traffic with deterministic QoS tool to ensure reliable and secure video transmission (Henshaw, 2008). Overlooking a deep insight into the standard, in overall, WiMAX-based video surveillance solution provides numerous value-added features, in particular (Henshaw, 2008):

- **Cost-economy and accessible system deployment** (fiber trenching and optic adjustment efforts of similar wired network cost 5-10 times more than its WiMAX system equivalent implementations)
- **Rapid deployment and system configuration** (as compared with fiber and copper wires WiMAX equipment can be virtually mounted anywhere and exploited under severe weather conditions with an ability of fast unit removing or location update, while making that economically inefficient for wired infrastructure. WiMAX system configuration can last up to a few hours when wired system installation requires months to accomplish preliminary trenching works.
- **Flexibility and scalability**. (Small and portable end-system WiMAX-enabled cameras are not permanently attached to a fixed location and can be removed to a new location.
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System expansion is not limited and can be easily upgraded with new subscriber units, quickly re-configured by a central BS/video-server terminal owing to flexible resource management facilities which contribute to the IEEE802.16 specifications.

- **Reliable and secure communication** (OFDMa-based transmission opportunities together with embedded error correction and packet restore mechanisms provide high security standards for video signal propagation)

- **High system capacity** (Multi-stream video data from surveillance cameras strive for bandwidth-consuming and delay-sensitive QoS demands, whereas timely bandwidth fair allocation is of primary importance. MAC QoS support of WiMAX enables to handle multiple video traffic in case of gradual system extension and suits higher video quality needs if image resolution is varied upon request).

- **Mobility and IP support.** Mobility support in WiMAX enables to use surveillance equipment on public transport and transfer on-line video monitoring traffic to police vehicles. IP support makes the use of any WiMAX network segments feasible within any IP-compatible MAN or LAN infrastructure.

Research initiative on fruitful utilization of WiMAX technology for video surveillance applications has involved as the real test-bed investigation scenarios, so as computer modeling also. The chief commonplace of the conducted experiments is to demonstrate the suitable opportunities and practical benefits of the standard employment within the broad scope of specific video security applications.

In WEIRD project (Ciochina & Condrachi, 2008) video surveillance application was integrated into the functional network operator, Romania Orange, with WiMAX technology used as a broadband access solution. The actual surveyed area embraces a local Buharest test-bed and some other test-beds performed in Portugal and Italy (Ciochina & Condrachi, 2008). The key aspect of the test-bed scenarios was the use of actually working base-stations, engaged in service of the live ORANGE WiMAX network customers. Besides handling the traffic from real subscriber abonents, the base station manages video streams from the surveillance cameras installed across University campus. Throughout the experiments, video streams with different rates, resolution and quality were created and transported over WiMAX links with various QoS categories to elaborate a trade-off solution. The throughput, delay and jitter QoS metrics evaluated in course of multiple test scenarios show that WiMAX technology enables high quality video streaming for the set of video surveillance applications. The simulation provides more relevance to result analysis in terms of both research and business needs taking into consideration the real market performance environment.

Computer modeling provided in (Lalwani, S. Kulasekare, 2011) was aimed at estimation of WiMAX practicality for video surveillance application. QoS parameters like throughput, end-to-end delay, jitter and packet loss were selected for performance assessment basis and verified through sets of case-study scenarios with help of OPNET14 program simulation. Experimental scenarios diverge by number of users, its localization against the BS, various uplink coding and modulation schemes. The rtPS (real time polling service) service attribute was selected for video surveillance traffic, since this service class supports variable data-rate and packet-size parameters and is considered as a relevant category for video streaming by default in WiMAX recommendations. The conclusions presented in the manuscripts, prove to be theoretically-expected and define the backward correlation between the number of
users, its distant localization from the Base Station and end to end delay. The higher order of modulation scheme results in packet loss increase as well as a longer distance between mobile nodes and the Base Station considerably affects uplink packet loss probability. Altogether, for all scenarios throughput and delay indications still remain within acceptable constraints, such as up to 5 Mbps and less than 0.5ms, respectively, that is quite suitable for video surveillance application.

The issues of live video surveillance on public transport were investigated in (Ahmad & Habibi, 2011). The real-time video communication from moving vehicles faces a significant technological challenge that is caused by multipath fading and consequent low throughput at high vehicle speeds due to technical constraints of the existing communication technologies. Despite the WiMAX/IEEE 802.16 ability to offer a guaranteed minimal date rate, it fails to cope with high packets error rate and maintain video traffic throughput sufficient for acceptable video quality in wireless mobile and speedy conditions. Due to ineffectiveness of lost packets retransmission recovery schemes, associated with considerable data overheads that get jitter and yet-low date rate application-unsuitable, error-control mechanisms, such as forward error control (FEC), are well-fitted for high speed wireless communication (Ahmad & Habibi, 2011). These recovery mechanisms therefore have no corrupted packets retransmission involved. However, FEC schemes use variable number of parity bits, a FEC code size consists of. The FEC code size is completely relied on feedback data which bear actual information about current communication environment. In real mobile wireless conditions, fluctuating noise level creates untrue channel characteristics for adjusting an optimal FEC code size with resulting data missing or overhead. In (Ahmad & Habibi, 2011) a novel FEC scheme was proposed to adaptively compute FEC code size in WiMAX video communications. The presented scheme is based on Reed-Solomon error correction code and includes 3 integral parts (Ahmad & Habibi, 2011):

1. Assessment of bit error probability at different vehicular speeds in WiMAX
2. Utilization of these estimates for proactive adjusting FEC code size in live video communication.
3. Use of de-activation/offline camera mode when the WiMAX resources are considered to be insufficient for maintaining all video flows.

Simulation results, a computer performed, demonstrate that the proposed scheme makes WiMAX technology an efficient means for real-time video delivery at high vehicular speeds with the developed technique in use (Ahmad & Habibi, 2011).

In the following we present and explore an efficient method for delivery of real-time video in multi-camera surveillance system which incorporates quality differentiation approach based on object tracking detection and QoS categorized policy brought forward by WiMAX technology. The aim of the conducted experiment is to verify the abilities of the proposed scheme to ensure more efficient management of WIMAX-based network capacity. Issues of optimal utilization of the saved bandwidth for transmission of additional traffic from active surveillance system elements were as well under exploration through NS-2 software computer simulation.

In (Tsitserov et. al, 2008) MPEG-based video distribution of object-oriented elementary streams over IEEE 802.16 networks is proposed. Further on, we expand this technique and
suggest a selective quality control of the outgoing video streams, depending on a nature of objects detected or identified within a span. With the WiMAX flexible tools involving adjustment of service parameters for data transportation, we can ensure system resources for superior (high definition) HD video, whereas, (standard definition) SD or (low definition) LD video traffic will be assigned to available bandwidth in accordance with defined priorities. Such a control of the video quality allows solving the key surveillance challenge: detailed identification of a selected object for further recording and later analysis. Thus, dynamic allocation of available bandwidth in accordance with the proposed criteria enables optimization of system bandwidth. The simulation results show that the proposed technique is able to enlarge the covered surveillance area at the expense of saved bandwidth or allocate the released resources for additional data distribution upon selected case-study scenarios.

The rest of this sub-chapter is organized as follows: in the next section the proposed solution is described in details. In section 2.3 we present case-study scenarios together with simulation parameters. Experimental results analysis is given in section 2.4, and finally, in section 2.5, conclusions are provided for consideration and further research potential.

3.2 The basic attributes of the verified method

For the purpose of optimal utilization of the available system budget, we admit that dynamic regulation of outgoing video traffic will totally result in economy of bandwidth consumed and enable for extension of the surveillance area coverage. In most scenarios superior video quality allows detecting criminal identity, or details of negative factors. In conventional monitoring and surveillance systems, motion detection combined with object detection sensors are used for activation of monitoring functions of video cameras (Emilio Maggio & Andrea Cavallaro, 2011). The schematic illustration of the WiMAX-based surveillance network is presented in the Fig.2.1. Each camera has an embedded motion sensor (or any alarm event sensor) to react to some supposed actions within viewing ability of a particular camera. As depicted on this Figure, №1, №2 and №3 cameras keep following a moving object until it is tracked by №4 and №5 cameras. According to our approach, HD video is transmitted from first 3 cameras, but №4 and №5 deliver low or standard definition video. Once image is caught by cameras №4 and №5, these cameras will switch to HD while first 3 cameras will turn back to SD.

All video flows are received by the BS and then transported globally to the monitoring center for recording and archiving. Moreover, mobile or fast response teams are aware of the controlled sector in case of the total surveillance area is divided between fast response groups.

The BS will multicast total traffic to all groups or forward specific video streams to a dedicated user. To realize that, the BS should involve an Operation Server for video stream processing and re-distribution of data flow upon user request. In our solution, we also provide various QoS boundaries for quality segmented video flows based on service class categories, introduced in WiMAX. Therefore, HD streams will be given higher priority and served first as UGS data, then SD video corresponds to rtPS class, and LD flows are classified as BE data and served in the last turn together with additional control data. Therefore, the best service and most resources are allocated to streams with HD quality to
support high throughput for intensive traffic, but the rest of the bandwidth is delegated to video flows with less stringent boundaries for latency and throughput. In case of data drops or video artifacts in SD and LD video, most important information will be reflected in HD, triggered by event alarm, and can be re-produced with upper quality at the expense of better service treatment of HD video data. With introduction of categorized treatment of quality-selected video flows the surveillance network can dynamically re-allocate WiMAX resources between stations with cameras in such a way, that the whole controlled sector will be constantly covered and monitored, whereas any suspicious event is to be immediately fixed and recorded with a high resolution at premium quality. In comparison with a frequently-used video monitoring and wireless transport technology, like WiFi (IEEE 802.11) or direct PMP (point-to-multipoint) digital communication, no service guarantee for HD data can be provided, so all the streams are serviced equally or with a contention-based policy. That inevitably affects the video quality of HD video what results in failure to accomplish identification to a required extent.

We also show that some additional controlling information like GPS location of the object or camera map location can be easily transmitted together with video data, since WiMAX BS can delegate the rest of available bandwidth for such data communication as a BE service with no guarantee for latency and rate. These data can be transmitted during detection gaps, when most cameras are in state of LD video distribution.
3.3 Case study scenarios

In our simulation we first assume baseline scenario, when network topology involves 2 cameras with HD video streams and 1 additional flow served for delivery of SD data but with less important service requirements. Both HD flows are set with 8Mbsec data rate and treated as UGS connections with ensured bandwidth allocation. This scenario describes the situation when the standard approach is applied and the total video is received with superior quality from 2 cameras and standard quality with 4 Mbsec rate from 1 camera for surveillance purpose. The total system load consists of video streams produced by installed cameras. Network bandwidth is constant and well sufficient for effective management of the incoming traffic for all scenarios.

For the second test we left the same full system load and bandwidth parameters, but apply the proposed technology and add more connections accounted to increased number of cameras. UGS connection with 8 Mbpsec corresponds to the camera with HD video, but 3 rtPS connections with 4 Mbs load each referred to 3 cameras enabling SD video transmission and imply no event details are tracked within their viewing sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No</th>
<th>Rate, Mbsec</th>
<th>Total Data, MB</th>
<th>Total system bandwidth, MB</th>
<th>Simulation time, sec</th>
<th>Transmission Channel Bandwidth, MHz</th>
<th>PHY mode</th>
<th>Number of MSs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test No1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGS1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>512 S-OFDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGS2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test No2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGS1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>512 S-OFDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test No3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGS1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>512 S-OFDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtPS3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Simulation parameters.
Finally the 3rd test embraces the same full load segmentation principles, as exemplified in the second test, but we reduce traffic on rtPS connections down to 3 Mbs/sec, while 2 more BE connections with 1.5 Mb/sec load were set to simulate cameras with LD video flows. In this test we add new BE connection with 0.2 Mb/sec load to imitate control data transmission, such as GPS location or image delivery. Thus, in the last scenario we admit that 3 rtPS cameras were switched to less consuming mode with rare frame/second rate video, or black/white color transmission, but the rest of the total system load was allocated for new 2 cameras with LD video traffic transported over BE connections respectively. Moreover, an additional 0.2 Mbs BE connection produces a slight increase in the total system load for adequate analysis. The main simulation parameters of the considered tests are provided in the Table 2.1.

It should be noted that we set the same values of the total system load and system bandwidth for most of the experiments, except the final scenario with a small load overcome. The total data amount is re-allocated between the varied number of transport connections of defined QoS classes to model the variations of quality-selected video streams to compare network performance for the considered test scenarios. Summary throughput comparison is illustrated in Figure 1.5. Every graph on this figure correlates to summarized throughput values of a particular test.

The whole simulation was carried out with support of WiMAX software module for NS-2 simulator designed by Chen, Wang, Tsai and Chang and proposed in (Chen et al, 2006).

3.4 Simulation results analysis

With much attention to HD video streams we should note that the higher date rate of about 7 Mbs/sec for UGS connection corresponding to superior video transmission, levels out around the same value throughout the whole experiment. This fact intensely shows that for all cameras with higher level of QoS requirements, WiMAX provides with sufficient resources to deliver superior video in spite of a number of supplementary cameras generating traffic with lower QoS needs. This is explained by QoS scheduling policy in which UGS connections are given priority amid the rest and the required resources are first delegated to serve these traffic delivery. Thus, the experimental figures demonstrate that the most important video with HD selected quality is supplied at the requested level.

With gradual network expansion, the system is again capable of providing distribution with support of required QoS metrics for both UGS and rtPS connections, as exemplified in Figure 2.3. rtPS connections with date rates surrounding default parameters of 4 Mbs and 3 Mbs are illustrated in Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Thus, the system is flexible to optimize available bandwidth in a way, when service needs for traffic with HD and SD level are properly satisfied. The similar tendency was revealed in (Markarian et al, 2010).

In the final Test 3 the system extension to 3 new cameras have led to 40 % drop in rate values for BE connections, as described in Figure 2.4. To sustain data rates steady for connections of higher service categories, the system is slower to serve BE. Besides, no service guarantee is provided for BE connections and, therefore, exemplified as lower experimental indications in comparison with required ones.
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Fig. 2.2. Throughput results for Test 1.

Fig. 2.3. Throughput results for Test 2.

Fig. 2.4. Throughput indications for Test 3
Nevertheless, with implementation to a real-life scenario, cameras with LD streaming transmit less timely-important information, therefore, the prioritized video uses UGS-based connection. Thus, lower data rate and higher delay are still justified by our introduced concept for selective video-quality in surveillance applications. Each time an alarm situation is detected, superior video quality is delivered along with rare frame/second rate video from LD network cameras enabling to properly react to emergency event and control the environment simultaneously. Based on summary throughput analysis, depicted in Figure 2.5, we observe that the lower value of around 16 Mbsec was obtained for the most complicated network topology comprising of 7 terminals. This throughput indication is 17 % less than maximum figure of 18.3 Mbsec achieved in Test 2 with only HD and SD traffic involved.

The minimal value of summary throughput, demonstrated in the Test 3, is a result of smaller resources allocated for BE connections with data rates well below default figures. In this case, the system provides low date rate to save additional bandwidth, as BE data can be delivered within longer period with higher latency, hence summary throughput dropped, illustrating 17 % bandwidth economy in comparison with an indication of Test 2.
Average latency values, depicted in Figure 2.6 for rtPS connections, demonstrate that the minimal figures were obtained for Test 3, in which the system resources were utilized in the best way, thanking to allocation of some of the total load for delay-tolerant BE connections of LD video and image/data traffic.

3.5 Simulation outcome
In this section we introduce an efficient distribution technique for multiple video streams over WiMAX-based monitoring and surveillance networks. We performed a computer simulation of the selected case-study scenarios which incorporate dynamic quality-based adaptation of video data entering the system and QoS categorized support for incoming traffic with HD, SD and LD quality.

The experimental results demonstrate that the introduced concept enables an optimized system resource utilization in case of network extension within the constant system bandwidth. The test results proves the feasibility of supplementary control data distribution with no service guarantee together with important HD video streams when the system is managed with help of video quality selection with integrated alarm-driven functionality.

The fulfilled experiment opens ways to theoretical foundation for successful implementation of QoS-supported 4G systems in surveillance application with traffic-consumed real-time video delivery.

4. Conclusions
In the provided chapter we have described an efficient methodology to support real-time video delivery in E-health and video surveillance applications over WiMAX systems. We have experimentally shown how WiMAX technology is able to satisfy stringent demands for bandwidth-consuming and delay-sensitive video traffic distribution in specified application areas. In overall, the developed technique demonstrates considerable achievements in system bandwidth optimization and ensures the reliable system performance under the selected cased-study scenarios. The proposed technique also reflects flexibility of the WiMAX QoS-supported concept in order to be successfully exploited for real-time video transmission across telemedicine and video surveillance multi-user networks.
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This book has been prepared to present state of the art on WiMAX Technology. It has been constructed with the support of many researchers around the world, working on resource allocation, quality of service and WiMAX applications. Such many different works on WiMAX, show the great worldwide importance of WiMAX as a wireless broadband access technology. This book is intended for readers interested in resource allocation and quality of service in wireless environments, which is known to be a complex problem. All chapters include both theoretical and technical information, which provides an in depth review of the most recent advances in the field for engineers and researchers, and other readers interested in WiMAX.
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